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Dear Mr Coleman

Determination of remuneration for Members of Parliament - Motor Vehicle
Allowance

I refer to the determination issued by the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal (the
Tribunal) dated 1 December 2016 which came into effect from 12 March 2017 and
has introduced a motor vehicle allowance for all members of parliament to be paid
directly to members The Tribunal also noted in its determination that it sought to
balance the competing tensions of accountability of public money and associated
administrative responsibilities for Members and administering agencies.

The determination has however created unintended consequences for Government
in the case of members who receive a motor vehicle by virtue of their holding certain
offices and also in relation to public expectations of accountability and I wish to
respectfully request the Tribunal reconsider its determination in relation to both of
these matters

As you will be aware the Government, through the Department of the Premier and
Cabinet, provides certain office holders with a fully maintained leased vehicle It is
intended to continue this service as it represents a security and safety requirement
for those office holders The arrangement does however create a second motor
vehicle entitlement which in the case of metropolitan office holders is considered
excessive and unnecessary

I would propose that a simple remedy to address this situation is for the Tribunal to
consider reinstating parts of its previous determination concerning office holder
vehicle entitlements These are repeated below

Parts- TRANSPORT ALLOWANCES
5.1 Motor Vehicle
(5) This entitlement does not apply to a Member serving in an office in respect
of which a Government vehicle is supplied under arrangements separate to
this Determination. Where a Member becomes entitled to a Government
vehicle under arrangements separate to this Determination, then this
entitlement shall cease upon provision of that motor vehicle.
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This part should only apply to metropolitan members. Those members representing
non-metropolitan electorates should still be allowed to receive the motor vehicle
allowance specified in the Tribunal s determination in order for them to maintain an
electorate vehicle for use only in their electorate. This arrangement is not considered
to represent an administrative burden for the Department of the Premier and Cabinet
nor the Parliamentary Services Department. I also consider this to be a better
reflection of the needs of members and the public expectations of remuneration for
members of parliament.

I look forward to your favourable consideration of these matters.

Yours sir

Mark McGowan
PREMIER
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